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OPINION

2 WORLD NEWS

■ Columnist Ryan Plummer
discusses how important sleep is
in order to function in school.
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Weather Today:

SPORTS

SPORTS

Russian soldiers
carry a wounded
comrade to an
APC near
Chechyna.

The volleyball team
will look for its sixth
consecutive win at
Oakland today.

The women's cross-country
team took third at the Pre-NCAA
meet at Indiana Saturday.
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Hate-crime
bill dropped
in Senate,
House

program
provides
challenge

ByALANFRAM
Associated Press Writer

By JENNIFER LULEY
The BG News

WASHINGTON
— Lawmakers working on a compromise spending bill dropped provisions Monday that would
have expanded federal hate
crimes to include those motivated by a victim's sexual orientation, gender or disability.
House-Senate
bargainers
crafting a compromise version
of the wide-ranging bill — a
process dominated by majority
Republicans — jettisoned the
hate-crimes provisions.
"That was one elephant too
much for this boa constrictor,"
said Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H.
In July, the Senate without
debate included hate-crimes
legislation in a $35 billion measure financing the departments
of Commerce, Justice and State
for fiscal 2000. The House version of the spending bill did not
contain the provisions.
Asked if he had assumed in
July that the hate-crime provisions would be dropped in negotiations with the House, Gregg
said, "I was trying to get a bill
off the floor. ... Sometimes you
presume certain things will
happen and let it go."
The overall bill faces a likely
veto by President Clinton
because of disputes with
Republicans over spending for
hiring police officers and other
issues. But the White House
seems unlikely to demand a
restoration of the hate-crimes
language as a condition for
signing the measure, said
Democrats who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Gregg said the issue was
dropped because it should be
considered by Congress' Judiciary committees. He also said
it had become "extremely complex" to resolve differences
between two hate-crimes bills
that were included in the
spending measure: one by Sen.
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, and a
second, stronger version supported by the Clinton administration.
The second version was
sponsored by Sens. Edward
Kennedy,
D-Mass.,
Arlen
Specter, R-Pa., and about three
dozen other Democrats and
moderate
Republicans.
It
would have added the new categories of victims to race, color.

year for parking violations,
Enriquez said, this was one of
the best choices for additional
revenue.
In all, four changes were
made to fines at the beginning
of the 1999-2000 school year.
These included:
• Parking in a handicapped
spot without proper permit
$100 (increase of $501
• Parking in a fire lane $50
(increase of $25)
•
Expired meter $10
(increase of $5)
• Parking on the grass $25
(decrease of $50)
"The fines that we increased
are the violations that are most
detrimental to public safety,"
Enriquez said.
The only exception to this
could be the increased fine for
an expired meter, Enriquez
said.
Those
fines
were
increased because metered
spots are meant for short-term
parking only and parking ser-

For students looking for the
chance to explore job opportunities and career objectives,
and the chance to meet professionals in their chosen field,
the University's Extern Experience may be just what they're
looking for.
According to Julie Mutter.
Extern Experience committee
chair, "The Extern Experience
is an opportunity to be exposed
to specific career challenges
before the shock of that first
full-time job."
The program is coordinated
by the Student Alumni Association and it aims to match sponsors with motivated University
students whose education and
career goals parallel the sponsor's profession, Hutter said.
In order to be involved with
the program, University students must complete an application and be interviewed by
the Extern committee before
being matched with a compatible sponsor.
Once a student has been
selected, the externship will
take place over the winter or
spring break periods, and will
last from one day to one week,
Hutter said. Externs are also
responsible for arranging housing, transportation and any
necessary financial commitments. In the past, some sponsors have allowed students to
stay with them, Hutter said.
"Any student can become
involved," Hutter said. "We
have alumni representing a
wide variety of majors and
interests. We have a greater
number of alumni in the more
common majors like education
and business, but there are
also alumni in more obscure
areas like jewelry making and
brewing."
"Both underclass and upperclass students alike can benefit
from the program, Hutter said.
"Freshmen and sophomores
may particularly benefit from
this program if they are unsure
of what type of major or career
they want to pursue," Hutter
said. "Upperclassmen can also
benefit by externing in more
specific areas within their chosen major."
For underclassmen and
upperclassmen alike, once they

• See PARKING, page five.

• See EXTERN, page five.

i See CRIME, page five.
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Shuttle services have nearly tripled because of the changes in transportation funding. An increase in parking violation fines have
helped fund the University's shuttle service.

Shuttle, fines increase
This is the second of a
three-part series about parking at the University. Monday's part focused on the most
recent changes in parking at
the University. Tomorrow's
part will compare BGSU's
parking regulations to other
universities.
By JENNIFER LULEY
The BG News
Changes
that were
made to parking violation fines at the beginning of the academic year may
not be doing much to deter the
violations, however, they have
made an impact on the University's shuttle service.
At the beginning of the 19992000 academic year, a number
of changes were implemented
within parking services, many
of which affected parking violations and the shuttle service.
"These changes were made
to fund the cost of the increased
shuttle service in its entirety,"
said Stacie Enriquez, director
of parking services. "The service this year has made a wonderful improvement."
Fred Smith, senior driver for
the University shuttle service,
said changes to the shuttle service have nearly tripled rider-

ship. Already this year the
shuttle service has had nearly
90,000 riders, as compared to
about 30,000 this time last
year.
Smith said he believes this
increase is a result of the faster
service the shuttle system has
been able to provide.
"The wait on campus is on
average about seven minutes,"
Smith said. "That's down from
about 20 minutes last year."
Smith attributes an additional bus on the main route
during weekdays, plus shortening the route from 20 minutes
to 15 minutes round-trip for the
difference in ridership.
The new off-campus route
has also gotten positive
responses from people, Smith
said.
"'I've driven that route and
feedback has been very good,"
Smith said. "A lot of the kids
really seem to appreciate the
addition.""
So
far,
however,
the
increased fines don't seem to be
affecting parking violators,
according to Enriquez.
"We're still watching, but at
this point they dont seem to be
having much effect [on the
number of tickets issued)," she
said.
Robert Peralez, BGSU security officer for parking services.

"We haven't had to issue as many parking
violations in those lots; that's where the
biggest difference has occurred"
Robert Peralez
Security Officer for Parking Vn ices
said the biggest difference has
come in the faculty/staff parking lots.
"We haven't had to issue as
many parking violations in
those lots; that's where the
biggest
difference
has
occurred," Peralez said.
Some BGSU students feel
the increase in expired meter
violations has been a deterrent
as well.
Laura Hala, a junior middle
childhood education major said
the increased fines for expired
meters is the change that has
most affected her.
"I tend to make sure I'm
back when the meter expires,
because a few of those tickets
get expensive," Hala said. "The
meters are definitely manageable."
However, in order to create
the expanded service, additional money had to come from
somewhere, so the decision was
made to increase certain parking violation fines. With nearly
40,000 tickets being issued per

Red Cross Bloodmoblle visits University, holds blood drive
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
Food, prizes, movies, and
saving lives are all on the agenda during the American Red
Cross bloodmobile's visit.
The bloodmobile kicked off
yesterday, and will be back on

campus Thurs., Oct. 1, in the
campus bookstore/Student Services Forum, from 11 a.m. until
5 p.m.
Students
are
strongly
encouraged to join in the blood
giving, according to Amanda
See, a University blood drive
coordinator intern.

gtvk blood:
Aiiistlbe hi Ithy, at
17- years-old ind weigh at li Ml 110
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it safe to give
s not possible" to' contract HIV, the
s that causes AIDS, by donating blood.
ach needle used is sterile and is disposed
f after a single use

°
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"It is tremendously important to give blood," See said.
"We need to collect 275 pints of
blood each day for our chapter
in Northwest Ohio to meet the
needs of those who need blood."
Blood can be separated into
four components: red blood
cells, platelets, plasma, and
cryoprecipitate.
This explains why one person giving blood can save up to
four lives just by donating one
pint of blood.
Even if a student is unable to
give blood, due to health reasons, they are still encouraged
to help out.
"If someone is unable to
donate, they can still help out
by spreading the word to other
people," said Beth Raymond, a
University blood drive coordinator intern.
One of the main events surrounding this blood drive is
what is know as the "links for
life." According to JoAnn Tor-

ralba, a donor services representative for the American Red
Cross, each blood donor will
write their name on a link of
the chain. Each organization
will have their own chain, and,
once the drive is over, each of
the chains will be linked
together and hung around campus.
"This is to show how everyone is coming together to help
save lives," Torralba said.
Numerous students were
present to give blood yesterday
at Olscamp Hall, and each of
them agreed that giving blood
is a worthwhile cause.
"It is definitely important,
because it helps save lives,"
said Greg Hoodlebrink, a
sophomore, chemistry major.
Emily Hitchcox, a sophomore
education major shares similar
thoughts, "It is a small thing
you can do to make a big differ• See BLOOD, page five.

BG New* Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Tara Clark, sophomore donates blood to meet the needs of the
Northwest Ohio chapter of the Red Cross. Blood can be
donated in the campus bookstore/ Student Services Forum on
Thursday from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.
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OPINION
Marching band gets kudos
First of all, let me correct
something that was popularly
misconstrued last week. I do
not dislike hockey fans. I just
think that they can overdo the
obnoxious levels. I know that
part of being a hockey fan is
being loud and rude — it's fun,
when appropriate. And maybe
last week the fans' antics just
seemed out of place without the
pep band. Which brings me to
this week's real topic.
I noticed quite a few writings
in the paper last week about
the marching band. First, an
opinion columnist wrote about
what fun it was to be a band
geek. Then a sports writer
wrote about how he felt that
athletes and band members
didn't mix. Then came a deluge
of letters to the editor from students arguing with his opinion.
That seems to be a lot of
space and attention for the
band — and it all should have
been positive. The band members work their butts off to get
their shows right. They work
at least two hours a day, marching and rehearsing pieces (if
I'm not mistaken, they do a new
show for every gamel. They get
up early the Saturday mornings of game days to rehearse it
all yet again, and those whole
Saturdays are basically eaten
by their band participation.
I've never been in a band.
Hey, I've never learned how to

play an instrument at all. But
I've always loved watching the
band at halftime.
In high
school, my last two or three
years, I went to a lot of football
games. But 111 share a secret
with you: to this day, I don't
quite understand football, and I
couldn't care more or less about
it.
You know why I was at those
games? Well, yes, to answer
the question of the sports
columnist — it's very possible
that people are just waiting
through the first half of a football game to see the band's performance. Most of my friends
were in the band, and they
were a hoot. In fact, all three of
my roommates were in my high
school's marching band all four
years.
They often called themselves
"the biggest clique in school"
and I think they were right.
But a lot of the "others" (the
unfortunate ones who weren't
able to play an instrument or fit

it into their schedules) weren't
excluded from the clique unless
they wanted to be. We didn't
get the full benefits (marching
outside on beautiful and not so
beautiful days, knowing fellow
band members backwards and
forwards, etc.), but we weren't
entirely
shunned,
either.
Sometimes, in the morning
before school started, I think
half the student body would be
gathered in the band room (and
while it may have sometimes
seemed that half the school was
in band, it really was a smaller
fraction).
Here at BG, it's a little different. I know a few of the
band members because one of
my roommates still marches
here (she's tired of her name
appearing in my column, so 111
leave it out—this once). And
she loves it. Except maybe for
the uniform; as far as I can tell,
that's always a complaint.
Those gloves are easy to lose —
one disappears when they're
washed. Like socks.
I confess to not always
understanding it. I mean,
they're getting a lousy two credit hours for marching in icky
weather, running through the
same routines two or three
times in one afternoon — and
then they have to come home
and stay awake enough to go to
an evening class or study or
meet with groups — and to

someone who's never been
involved at all in the band, it
looks like a completely insane
thing to do. But there is a sense
of community among them that
is hard to find in student life
here.
To borrow my friend Sandy's
thought, this sense of community is not unlike the sense of
community most sports teams
seem to have. And like I've
never played an instrument, let
me remind you, I've also never
played a sport. I only know
about these athletic communities through my sisters (who
are runners) and some of the
few friends I had who were/are
on other athletic teams.
But I know the sense of
"team" that the athletes have,
and to think that the band is
any less of a team because they
aren't playing against or
attacking another band is simply stupid. Last week's opinion
columnist was right. The band
deserves nothing but respect —
and a pat on the back.
The unmusical Jena was
pleasantly surprised when she
got e-mail last week, and she
hopes to get some more someday. Interested in making her
day (even if you're being critical)? E-mail her at jlohrb®
bgnet.bgsu.edu.

OPLE
on the stre
Question: If you could "shadow" anyone in a w
environment who would it be and why?

Emily Meyer
Environmental J
Science.
Sophomore
Twould job shadow
a Forest Ranger in
• Yellowstone."

Kevin King
International
Studies
Junior
"Sean Connery then Sinitty
would think I'm
cool."

Kelli Bow ditch
Telecommunication^
Sophomore
I would siadow Jipmiv
lam from The Morning
"umbus."
John Lea
Integrated 1
' guage Arts
Sophomore
"El Guapo from
Three Am igos,'
so I may' better
understand the
rrimin.il element
in different lands.
If I must properly.
fight crime, I
must know my
y enemy..."

Sarah Goldman
Marine Biology
Sophomore
"Jacques ;
Cousteau on his
boat - if he wasn't
dead."

Treasure your sleep time

Homophobia still
exists at university
As many of you may know,
last week was Vision's celebration of Coming Out Week. The
week's events were largely very
successful and well-received.
However, on Friday night at
the Masquerade Ball, several
individuals took it upon themselves to spoil all the fun.
Three groups of individuals
approached the MacDonald
Countryside Dining room, all
with hate speech and some
with baseball bats. Thankfully,
no one was hurt, and the police
responded quickly.
I must say I was surprised,
disappointed, and appalled that
such an incident could take

place at my University. The
BGSU community tends to be
either supportive or apathetic
wherever g/1/b/t/q/q/ss issues
are concerned. What if violence
had occurred? Would anyone
have heard about it? What
would the community response
have been? What would you
have done?
Apparently,
President
Ribeau's commission on civility
is much more needed than I
had originally thought. The
core values do not take the
weekend off.
But besides
preaching civility and respect
for one another, what can the
administration do to prevent
harassment like this? For
starters, they can encourage
instructors to bring Vision panels to their classrooms.

Education is a key aspect in
the reduction of hate crimes.
Second, I think a policy of zero
tolerance for hate crime should
be enforced. I think these incidents should be widely publicized and reported in the BG
News police blotter.
People need to know that
this campus is not as safe as we
all might like to think it is.
These opinions are our own
and only our own. They do not
constitute an official statement
from Vision.
Jill Wesolowski,
Vision Outreach Chair
j i llwes@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Jeremy Banks
jcbanks@bgnet.bgsu.edu

— your awake time always has a bad headache or something?
to be divided up into sections Did my silly imagination cause
and each section is devoted to a some innocent man to miss a
different entity of the real day of work?
world —jobs, school, family,
Have you ever been dreamfriends, exercise, sustenance, ing something really awesome,
and on and on until your ass is like Salma Hayek is running
dragging on the ground behind for president and her running
you.
mate just happens to be you?
Which is why I say sleep is And late one night on the camfreedom, the only time of the paign trail you try to get two
day when somebody isn't all up hotel rooms but there's only one
Lately, one thing has been in my mix. And I can dream left and you have to share it?
more valuable to me than just about absolutely anything. I've And there's only one bed and
about anything else. More valu- been on the set of Sportscenter. the room is so cold that the only
able than beer or money or food I've fallen into volcanoes. I've way to avoid hypothermia is to
or sex. I crave it like a drug. It delivered dinner to the front share body heat? And then as
is sleep. I can't get enough of it. door of Wade Boggs. I've seen that final layer of clothing is
I remember when I was just Jimi Hcndrix play guitar with about to melt off of her body,
a young pup — late teens, early his teeth, although for some the alarm goes off and you realtwenties — and sleep was not reason, I couldn't hear him. ize that you have to urinate
nearly as important. In fact, I One time somebody said to me, worse than you've ever had to
had disdain for sleep in those "Hey, Arie Luyendyk won the before? It's not easy. Then you
foolish days. I considered it a Indy 500." And I said, "That's have to choose between getting
waste of time. I used to procras- nothing, I won that race in my up and urinating or hitting the
tinate my homework just so I sleep." They looked at me like I snooze button and hoping
could stay up all night and get was crazy or a liar, but they Salma is still around.
delirious and write papers. weren't there. I did win the
If I ever met the inventors of
When you're in the philosophy Indy in my sleep. And I won it the snooze button, I would
program, you can often get in a 1986 Dodge Omni.
either hug them or punch them
away with handing in papers
I've also heard that if you die in the eye. Maybe both. I used
that are dripping with sleep in a dream, you supposedly die
to be worse with the snooze
deprived lunacy. Other times, for real. I don't believe it, but
this line of reasoning backfires then again, I've never died in a than I am now. I average about
and you end up with more of dream. I've been shot, though, two or three snoozes a day now.
the Professor's ink on the paper by a robber. He broke into my It used to be eight, nine or even
than your own. But it never parents' house, lookin' like 10 until I realized I had a problem and got help.
stopped me.
some ignoramus I worked with
Well, it's getting late (almost
Nowadays, maybe I'm just eight years ago, and shot me.
getting older, or maybe I am Then my mom hands me this 9:30 a.m.) and about time for
just arriving on a lesson I little pistol and I go to kill this some shuteye. The best part of
should have learned long ago. robber, who had made his way my day is almost here. Who
Sleep is a wonderful, beautiful into the bathroom (as you knows what is waiting for me
know, people hide their most on the other side of my ffwn
thing. Sleep is freedom.
eyes? Maybe Salma. Maybe
I'd rather be sleeping right valuable items in the bath- another robber. Maybe the
room).
I
walked
in
just
in
time
now. Despite my fondness for
Tribe will get Hargrove back.
sleep, my lifestyle does not real- to see him sitting on the toilet,
Sweet dreams, BG.
ly permit me to get a whole lot then, BANG! He shot himself,
of it. Something always comes making quite a gruesome mess.
R.S. Plummer has the interThis makes me wonder:
up to keep me running around
this manic world of production, what if you die in someone nationale rationale. He can be
consumption and conscious- else's dream, not your own? Do contacted at home or at
ness. It's a prison to be awake you really die or do you just get rplumm@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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numbers are working in the band's
favor, and the bassoons hold the line.

Round 2

While the American Congress was
playing dangerous political games with
nukes, a more pressing concern was eliciting reactions from BGSU students.
Do the band and the football team
have a hateful relationship? If so, which
one cheated on the other?
iThis reaction was prompted by a column last Thursday by Nick Hurm entitled "Athletes and Band Members Do
Not Mix." Hurm stated that he'd like to
sell tickets at a literal "battle of the
bands." Well, Mr, Hurm, warm up the
box office, we got us a battle between the
football team and the band.

Round 1

Reinforcements have arrived in the
bodies of the defensive backs and running backs. The fresh troops tear
through the lines, bull-rushing and
breaking bones. Band member after
band member finds his or her chest cavity crushed by a falcon helmet. The
morale of the band's front line cracks
and begins to run.
The tide again turns with the arrival
of the brass section. While the trumpets
stand in back like generals, the saxophones wield their instruments like
warhamciors of various sizes. While the
altos bounce harmlessly off the football
pads, the baritones are busy pulverizing
bone and padding alike. The trombones
split their instruments into two, and
with brass in each hand take out football players left and right like trained
assassins. The rest of the brass blunt
the rushing attack by using their instruments as shields, followed up with a
crushing blow by the instruments.
Some of the football players are able
to tackle band people by the ankles and
then slap them around, but for the most
part the sheer numbers of band members is taking its toll on the football
team.

Round 3
By now, the heavy hitters from each
side get to the front lines. The defensive
and offensive lines (with the quarterbacks and kickers safely in the pocket)
plow through the melee, resisting the
attacks against them.
The drum corps balances the fight,
occasionally imbedding a drumstick into
a football player's face. People get locked
into a pulsing brown and orange melee.

Round 4
Everyone stops fighting when a lightning bolt strikes the box office, shattering it and leaving its occupant standing
alone.
Like a cheesy film, everybody understands.
As movie soundtrack music swirls
around the field, members of both sides
realize that they do mix. Whether
they're tall or short, whether they're
slender or stout, whether they're male
or female, whether they're ancestors
came from Mexico or Norway, every last
one of them stops fighting. They realize
that they are both part of the long and
glorious tradition of college football.
And, in as one large and proud unit, the
band members and football players join
together to collectively beat Nick Hurm
into a bowl of blood and bone soup.

The Falcon Marching Band and the
Falcon Football Team start in opposing
end zones. Both sides are dressed in
their goofy uniforms, and the band has
their instruments. Without a warning,
both sides break into a charge just like
the battle scenes in "Braveheart."
The woodwinds get there first, along
with the receiving core and the secondary. Despite the lack of armor, the
band people are still pissed about the
column, giving them a slight advantage.
Combined with the speed at which both
sides are running at, the flutes and
oboes become daggers and pikes. Many
a woodwind instrument finds an uncomfortable home in a football player's vital
organs.
The remaining football players maul
the now-weaponless band members,
mowing down players of small woodwind instruments. However, the larger

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

ACROSS
1 Publishing grp
4 Old sailor
8 Catching some

2*
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
73
24
25
29
30
33
34
35
36
39
41
42
44
45
46
49
51
52
54
56
57
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

Highland Doy
Arab chieftain
More organized
Cauliflower's
cousin
Cantankerous
Fielders statistic
Tartan
Actress Delia
-Ulalume" author
Forward section
6-pointers
"
and Louse"
Higher than
Homecoming
event
Flower holder
Alas'
Newness
Norwegian king
Beggar
Get to one's leet
Jom with a
molten alloy
-o'-shanter
Doorway, eg
Pizza order
Short and to the
point
Moderated
Boundaries
Baltimore bird
Saloon rocks
Keep
Pitta's sister
ship
Afore
Decayed
Obiedive
Draft org

DOWN
1 Queen Victoria s
consort
2 Prohibited
3 Worships
4 Caches
5 Singer Ton
6 Adjective toAbner
7 Capital of Libya
8 Celebes animal

)
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Tuesday, Oct. 19
AccuWealher* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

Goodness
only knows
what sky will
look like
tomorrow
(sunny, partly
cloudy, who
can tell?)
because the
pliace where we
get the weather
each day opted
not to tell us.
Sorry!
<

WORD

of the day

sortie
Pronounced: sor-tE, sor-'tE
Function: noun
Etymology: French, from
Middle French, from sorlir lo

Date: 1778
1 : a sudden issuing of troops
from

a

defensive

position

against the enemy

©
©
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©
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Horn*
Improvement
Simpsons
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»ou (In Stereo) Slereo) X
Simpsons
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Jeopardy! T!
Hollywood
Square* X
Fraelerlln
Sltreo) X
Jim Lohrtr X
Brainstorm

(ED
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Stereo) X
Frlendalln
Slereo) I

3 : FORAY, RAID
- sortie intransitive verb
"The sortie of band members
surprised the football players

Late Show IB
Newts
JAG Front ana Center" (In
60 Minutes II (In Slereo) X
Judging Ante (In Slereo) X
Sjjttag 8
Stereo)!
Nightline K
NrwaX
Spin CUV (In
r» Like. You
Dharma &
Sports Nigh!
Once and Again "There Be"
OrogX
"Cut
GardnerDragons'
(In
Stereo)
X
Slereo) X
fSijMStow"
taV)|or League1 Baaeball Playolte: National League Champ(cnslupSerk»r3anw6-Afliona~
;in Stereo) X
Oiamondbacks or N YMets vs Attama Braves or Houston Aslros H necessary. (In Stereo Uve) X
■ WrerV A MN s Ml
Voyage to theMiay Way
Nova "The loan's Trail" (In
Announced
lereo)
Slereoi
I
strftes
trie
teen-agers
of
Convert.
Qa.
(In
Sli
"Journey to the Slats'' (R) X
Nova"Th»Ki»ar'sTiair(in
Frontline The Lost Chddren" A typhwt eaoamc CharSaRoaa
Voyage lo the Milky Wsy
Stereo) X
"Journey 10 the Stats' (R| J
stn.es the loon-egort ol Confers. Be. (In Stereo) jln Slereo) I
i%»Tr*rWspaceNin.
Party ol Ftve "Bye. Bye Love"
AayUy.noi Tt*7C
"Parecase" (In Slereo) X
(In Slereo) I
StenjoIX
over Ally I Show I
IFratlerlln
Sports-Detroit Fratiei ...
Grown Ups "J The Strip "Send Me an Anger'
Isiereo) X
Slereo)*
'In Slereo) I
UcNaatyX
Says" (R| X

TiBT

CABLE STATIONS
Movfa: »** 1nt*aFanT(l967 Advanlura) James Cobum. Lee
J. Cobb. An swepid spy Iowa ttortl lamest tocialyi plot.
Saturday right Uve GeorgeDally Sho (R)IWlnBen
Clooney
ISeeeVe Money
YouT?
WHd Dttcoverv Tnar Neil ~
MR)
DISC
Door-(R)
Sport tcenter
Outside the Unee Explosion ol
ESPN
sports on the Internal (R)
Movie:**-') The Heur"(1989 Drama) Pierce Brosnan Anexco
HBO pkxs revenge tagmst the man who Iramed hm (In Stereo) X
Bloody Hilla of PtWlu|R)
Save Our Htelory "Grand
HIST
Central" (R)
FOX Sports
ILaetWotd
FOX Sports " TsTanT
FS0
i Rewind
Herculee: The Legendary
Sentinel "Vow oi Silence" (In
SCIF1 Journeyt The yanialvnp Dead" Slereo) I
Home Again IHome Again
41 Houra The war against
TLC
aileoiious disease (ft)
South -Chicago Hotda?" U'AnotW Meet bey11 V
TNT Due
In Slereo) (Part 2 ot 21X
Slereo) X
Xena" Warrior Princelt ■Deatn JAG "Someone lo Welch Over
USA in Chats' (R) (In Stereo) X
Annie" (In Stereo) X
Where Are They Now? "Classic Lit! (In Slereo) I Before They
VHI
Bock" (R) (In Slereo)
Were Start
AMC
COM

I"

I'' ■1

IMovle. • «•'. "I?*0*sp»rafeHooJS"(l955)HumphteyB<ja«rt
| Three escaped cons invade a mwldki-clati family's home
Pulp Cornice
Movie ««'i -8oory&r(l»7,C<xnedy)Jam»Fc«x,VrvicaA
Lounge
VII IP
LnarJs !R)
Foa Two buoxhes hope lo score during an eventful double date
On the Inalde K«er Floods"
OetecUvee "Scattered
FBI Files "decking me Canel"

Directed by William Wyler
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1999 TriOune Merta Se-v-ces
All rig Fits reserved

9 Calligraoher's
stroke
10 Safari vehicle,
perhaps
11 Tours summer
12 Always to
Sheley
13 Snoop
18 Comic Bill.
informally
22 Summer
refresher
24 Wileol
Odysseus
?G rihp'ical
27 Abele abode
28 Oeuce beater
31 Mounds
32 Battery electrode
34 Floating casino
36 Had on
37 Havana" star
38 "_ of Eden"
40 U prig it
43 Slurring over
46 Groups of clans
47 Daisy-like
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CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —

llowers
48 Untidy situations
50 New Haven
student
53 Aussie bird

55 Take care of
56 First name of

37D
57 Former Bnjm
Bobby
58 Antique auto
59 Addams Family
cousin
61 AFI -_

the Wellness Connection.
Union Oval. Student (70)

8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick Me Up
What a way to start the day.
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice, and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.

7 8:30 p.m.
Eating Disorders Support
Group
For women with anorexia and
bulimia concerns; sponsored by
the Student Health Center and
the Counseling Center. For
more information call Judy
Miller, MSN, RN at 372-7425.
107 Hanna Hall.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Art Exhibit
"Marilene Philips: Altars and
Shrines of Haiti."
Fine
Arts Room 204, Fine Arts Center.

7 - 9:30 p.m.
Latino Explosion
Latinos in entertainment and
the media. Faculty Lounge,
Student Union. Part of Hispanic Heritage Month.

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Silver Jewelry Sale
Is cash burning a hole in your
pocket? If so, come and check
out the new and different items
at the silver jewelry sale. Union
Foyer.

8 p.m.
Student Jazz Combos
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Tuesday, Oct. 19

2 : one mission or attack by a
single plane

TUESDAY OCTOBER 19,1999
6:00
ft-1n
Wheel ol
Fortune i!
Entertainment
Nw» Tonight Tonights
NBC Nightly
TJMnTCareyjin
Stereo) X
Businett Rpt Newthour With

1

'■'

■,■

"

to

■•■

1

K

events

11:30 a.m.
Fatal Vision
Experience Fatal Vision, a virtual reality experience that
simulates being drunk — and
all of the health and sensory
consequences that go with it.
Also check out the Alcohol
Awareness Month information
table! For more information call

TV GUIDE SECTION
CBS Evening
NeavtX

'

escape

(or visa versa)."

Via Atscciatsa Press

Newel

4

1

■

UPCOMING

Ohio weather

CD

I

atevar ••• ■Cheyenne
Aufumn"(1964. Weslern)
Win Ben
Daily Snow
SWn'i Money
in t>e meld.'Kite. Tkxm
^TTFT

Sporttcenter B
Cowboys
Wonderful Wi
of 00* Fred Couples and John BIMarda Ulmale Nm-Bal
CfalJenge Onanoo.FIt
Cheerleaders Daly
Reverb In
Movse: T«tre»aw(aclivei»'(l9W)Couitgeoui IMovle: eeW f vemHorTOi"(1997) LaurenceFitlitiume A
Stereo)
PWeagjIBrantfcallObulltwCoeaNotlra X
search-and-rescuelearn tracluiidown a ghostly spacesha) R j:
Chrll War Journal "Bkxdosl
HKter'a Generals "Paolus" Field" tenktlR)!
Odetaa File (Rl I
Anlielam"(R)
.marthai oWeas |R>
F5XXSporttNewt"
Gokv&eep(fi)
MX Sport. ►
Hardcore Football
Tease From the ITelee frfowfiie
leMsnel Tlflil (In Slereo) X
Sentinel "Deep Water (In
Sentinel •■Reurvon" (In Sleroo)
Slereo) X
Crypt
ICrynl
X
What Do Woaten Really WantT Trauma: Life In the ER "In the
Greelett Supermodelt
Trauma: LMe In the ER "In the
Navy"
(R)
Nmry-(B)
Movie: ** "Aas InmEtak IT7T»»1
«) Chappy
Movie: •*• Top Cm-(1916. Oimma) Tom Cruite. KaHy MoQat* Anlhonyandt^ielewdpaMtjnefregeintl adnjglord.
Edwamt Navy paali lake lo the skies lo compete lor high honors.
HaAs Berry, Robin Srana
Movie :•• "Boc«nevarv'(1992.ComeoV)E«»lr»urphy HalleBei
Walker, Teaai Ranger "Trvtl
|Stereo)f
No One" (In Slereo
A sens!
si marketing eieculrvt gelt hts comeuppance, (tn Slereo) X
t»Wry1etert-UealLoar(R)(ln
Where Are They Now? IR) (In
Behindd the Music "Meat
Meal Loaf- IfstoryMera
"Meal Loaf (R) (In |Utl(R)(ln
Muek(R)
Slereo)
|R) (In Surer,;
ftereo)
Stereo)

9 p.m.
vision
vision is the G/L/B/T/Q/Q/SS
student group on campus. 107
Hanna Hall.

Wednesday, Oct. 20
9 a.m.

Battle of the Bands
Local bands will play live music
at this free Alcohol Awareness
Month event. Lenhart Grand
Ballroom.
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<jN», WORLD NEWS
Albright fi nds evidence of civil war

Eye on the Nation

Associated Press Writer

FREETOWN, Sierra Leone — It was an emotion-filled
moment for Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, lifting 3-yearold Mamuna in a sun-baked courtyard as hundreds of Sierra
Leoneans looked on. All of them — the little girl, too — had been
disfigured in a brutal civil war.
The spectators, residents of the camp for war victims, were of
all ages, but Mamuna's story was one of the most poignant. A
rebel soldier had shot off her arm at pointblank range.
Another girl who calls the camp home is 13-year-old Isatu,
who was reared in the northern part of Sierra Leone until she
came to Freetown to live with an uncle. One day rebels forced
their way into her home and chopped off both of her hands.
Isatu was among a group of girls who serenaded Albright. "We
want peace," the girls sang. "We don't want war no more."
Albright, on the first day of a weeklong African tour, called the
camp visit "heart-wrenching and stomach-turning."
She offered $55 million in U.S. support for efforts to uphold a
shaky peace pact and urged the government and rebel leaders to
end the fighting for good.

Help arrives

Brain's moral compass is behind forehead
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK — A key part of the brain's circuitry for learning
moral and social rules lies right behind the forehead, a study
suggests.
Antisocial behavior might depend at least in part on malfunctions in this circuitry, researchers said. It's too early to draw conclusions, and the study doesn't mean that all antisocial behavior
can be blamed on damage to this area, said lead author Steven
W Anderson.
The area, called the prefrontal cortex, has long been known to
affect social behavior. Prior studies show that people who sustain
damage to it as adults can start acting irresponsibly. A happily
married man, for example, might take up with prostitutes and
start bouncing checks.
A classic tale in brain science, in fact, concerns a railroad construction foreman named Phineas Gage who was the victim of an
1848 explosion that drove a metal rod through his prefrontal cortex. Before the accident he had been industrious, dependable and
well-liked, but afterward he became a drifter who was profane,
unreliable, impulsive and inconsiderate of his loved ones.

Ohio prison problems affect freed inmates

Atlanta concerned about sexual behavior

Associated Press Writer
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio — About half of the Mahoning County Jail inmates are expected to be freed because of security concerns caused by the planned layoff of 110 sheriff employees on
Friday.
Sheriff Randall Wellington is waiting for U.S. District Judge
Peter Economus to give him guidelines this week on when and
how to start freeing 240 of the jail's 470 prisoners.
The prison population must be cut to comply .vith a prisonerto-guard ratio to maintain safety in the jail. On Friday, Wellington plans to lay off a third of his employees in preparation for
next year's anticipated $10 million general fund shortfall. The
layoffs will save about $3.7 million.
Wellington hopes county residents will make the cutbacks
temporary by passing a half-cent sales tax on Nov. 2 to operate
the jail.
He said Monday he was dismayed at the thought of releasing
so many prisoners. He said the process will take about two
weeks.
"I'm used to putting people in jail not releasing them," the
sheriff said.

Associated Press Writer
CONYERS, Ga — The suburban Atlanta county still recovering from a school shooting in May is back in the national spotlight because of a documentary detailing shocking sexual behavior among youngsters.
The documentary features interviews with teens who claim
they've had as many as 100 sexual partners or joined in group
sex parties. Some report becoming sexually active as young as
age 12.
While most Rockdale residents have yet to see the documentary, reports of its contents have upset local leaders and parents.
The county is one of the wealthiest in the Atlanta area.
"No one is happy about it, even if we know that we're being
used as an example of what's going on everywhere. No one likes
to be slammed in front of the whole country," said Bill Hughey,
director of the Rockdale Coalition, a nonprofit youth organization.
"No matter what the focus of the show, just to have our dirty
laundry aired is going to turn some people off from coming here."

Auoclated Press Photo

Russian soldiers carry a wounded comrade to an APC in the
Naursky district of Chechyna. Russian and Chechen forces
skirmished north of Chechyna's capital on Mon , Oct. 18 while
Russian soldiers elsewhere carried out mopping up operations in villages they have recently seized.

Reebok admits problems at Indonesian factories
By TOM KIRCHOFER
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON — Reebok is blowing the whistle on itself for poor
working conditions at its factories in Indonesia.
The athletic shoe company,
known for giving out annual
human rights awards, said an
independent
study
found
health and safety problems. It
also said that many workers
didn't understand their rights
or workplace policies and that
women aren't getting adequate

Come TO

opportunities for advancement.
Some workers suffered rashes from harsh chemicals, and
pregnant women had to stand
or sit on uncomfortable stools
with no back support. The
women also had to work around
chemicals that could cause nausea and vomiting.
Stoughton-based
Reebok
International Ltd. said it
ordered the report in an effort
to improve working conditions
at its factories around the
world.

THE COLLEGE

Watch BG 24 News!

OF EDUCttTIOn MID
Humnn Dtut lOPiiiEriT

"We hope that this will also
break through and encourage
more companies to do something like this," said Sharon
Cohen, executive vice president
for human rights. "We have
nothing to hide."
Reebok paid $35,000 for the
report, which led to more than
$500,000 in factory improvements, it said.
Reebok owns none of its own
factories, relying instead on a
network of subcontractors.
Reebok is supplied by five factories in Indonesia, and it also
buys products made in China.
Thailand, Vietnam and Brazil.

Human rights activists have
long worried about labor conditions in developing countries
that make American clothing.
Nike has come under attack for
alleged abuses at its shoe factories. Activists have also
charged that Kathie Lee Gifford's clothing line is produced
in sweatshops.
Medea Benjamin, a spokeswoman for the San Franciscobased labor rights group Global
Exchange, said Reebok's report
was more thorough and candid
than a 1997 Nike report on
alleged abuses at its foreign
factories.

A stroke can change
your life forever

Open HOUSE
Mon thru Thurs at
5:30, 10:30. and 7:30am
on cable channel 24

Have your questions answered
by experts In the college.

TODAY

records, conducted surveys and
confidential
interviews,
observed working procedures
and inspected factories.
The study noted that workers at two Jakarta-area factories, run by the firms PT Dong
Joe Indonesia and PT Tong
Yang Indonesia, frequently
were not fully informed about
policies regarding wages, overtime and promotions. Although
women made up more than 80
percent of the work force, they
were far less likely to hold
supervisory positions.

Who won?
The Falcons or the bad guys? Find out. In the Sports section. Monday through Frldcr
The BG News.

Omicron Delta Kappa

j

is now accepting applii
applications

Hispanic Heritage Month
"Reaching New Heights within our Cultures"

if you strive to be a leader in either...

FROm

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's
only live television news source'

4-6
Pretzels, chips, ami
beverage mill be proulded

"That's what we've been asking the companies to do, be honest, be open and be public. I
think it's great that Reebok did
this," Ms. Benjamin said.
Although the Nike report on
Vietnamese factory conditions
was conducted by former UN.
Ambassador Andrew Young,
workers'rights advocates called
the investigation a sham and a
guided tour.
The Reebok report was prepared after a 14-month study of
the
factories
by
Insan
Hitawasana
Sejahtera,
a
Jakarta
consulting
firm.
Researchers reviewed factory

^ Questions/Stor, Ideas 373 2997

•Scholarship
•Athletics
•Social services (volunteers.
Religious Groups, and Campus

..only 4 days until
\

Activities

* 3 Live Bands (Salsa & Merenguo. Tejano, & Mariachi)
* Talent Show. Kid's Corner. Pinatas
* T-Shirts. Grito Contest, and much more.
* Also, don't forget lo bring your canned good donations for free
authentic Mexican food!!!!

•Journalism (Speech & Mass Media)
•Creative and Performing Arts

Hispanic Heritage Month '99
"Reaching New Heights within our Cultures"
presents

Mr. Daniel Rothenberg
author. "With These Hands : The Hidden World of
Migrant Farmworkers Today"
Today, Room 111 Olscamp Hall, 2:30pm - 4:00pm

...Rothenbcrg's honk should play a modest hut useful part in exposing i/w underground economy that produces much of our food.
The New York Times Book Review. David Kusnct

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
Brakes
'All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040

40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
-2526

Join one of the NATIONS IARGEST and
most RESPECTED leadership honor society.
Just stop by 330 union and pick up an Application!
iMust be a Junior or Senior and in the
^^^
top 35% of their class within their college)

A

M

Admission is FREE!!!

Saturday. October 23. 1999
Anderson Arena. 4pm-midnight

Parents of the Year I SAVE BIG $$$
Essay Contest
"The most valuable lesson
I learned from my parents
or caregivers was..."
Submit a one-page
essay telling why your
parents deserve to be
Parents of the Year.
All essays into 330 Student Union
Any Questions, Contact Rachel
Fulkerson © 372-2343
Deadline is Wed., Oct. 20th

Since 1964
A BG Tradition

352-5166
Check out
our coupons
in the
Campus Phone,
Directory
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Police Reports Day By Day

PARKINGContinued from page one.

( ompiled bv: Brenl Ryman

BG City & Campus
Police Divisions
Friday:
Marked lanes of travel — Benjamin V Robison, Wren Street
No seat belt — Peter D Ford,
East Court Street; Christopher A
Galloway. Bradner
Open container — Richard D
Allen. Mansfield, Jason W. Kepler.
Bryan
Underage consumption —
Joshua Hagemyer. North Baltimore.

Burch. Lewistown; William M. Szymanski. Jr. North wood; David G.
Snyder, Delaware.
Underage possession — Ryan S.
Mitchell, Sandusky
Loud sound amplification —
Teena M Williams. Cleveland
Disorderly conduct (public
urination) — Gyorgy Balaza,
Titusville. Fla
Seth E Thomas, 19, Huffman
Road, was cited for 1)1 1. underage
possession and obstructing official
business near BW-J ■

An alarm clock was reported
stolen from a residence in the 700
block of Third Street

Someone was reportedly setting
oil fireworks near the 1000 block of
Third Street

A city bench in the 100 block of
North Main Street was reported vandalized

A 21-year-old male was reportedly
so drunk that he was discovered leaning against a car in the 100 block of
North Prospect Street with absolutely
no knowledge as to his whereabouts
He was transported by the police to a
friend's house for the night

Four green plastic chairs were
reported stolen from a residence in
the 1500 block of Clough Street
A resident of the 300 block of
Ridge' Street reported that his satellite dish had been folded in half A B< .
High School "Paw" sign was also
reported stolen from the yard and
eggs were discovered broken on the
house
Two male subjects reportedly got
sick inside of Checker's Pub Friday
and urinated The subjects departed
before the police arrived.
Saturday:
No seat belt — Peter I. Deitenbeck. Bay Bridge.
Open container — Joshua L.
Burch, Jackson Center; Justin P.

Matthew J. Kulon. 20, Brunswick,
v.a6 cited for DUI/prohibited alcohol
content, no seat belt and no headlights after he was stopped in the 100
block of Thurstin Street.
A couch fire was reported in the
court yard of OfTenhauer West.
A large gray and white male kitten
was reported found in the 800 block of
Fourth Street
The window of a vehicle in the 700
block of High Street was reported broken A CD player was also reported
stolen.

A new car in the lot of Dick Wilson
Pontiac was reported broken into.
A Chris Rock tape was reported
stolen from a vehicle in the 1100 block
of South Main Street Also reported
stolen was the Billy Crystal movie,
"Analyze This "
Someone reportedly entered an
apartment in the 800 block of Sixth
Street through a sliding door and
turned the lights on
Sunday:
Criminal damaging — David R
Salewsky. North Canton.
Jaywalking — Steven G. Rodonis, Weare. N.H ; Eric C Reed. Stewardson. III.. Charles Wesley Messer,
Mountain Home, N.C.
Disorderly conduct — Stephen
J. Atkins, Toledo
Littering in public — Ryan M
Zevchik, Seven Hills.
Underage consumption and
possession of marijuana (less
than 100 grams) — Jaron (.'amp,
Find lay
Underage possession and open
container — Mark E Kile, Defiance
Open container and underage
consumption — Jo3huah Young,
Mansfield
The front window of a residence in
the GOO block of Elm Street was
reported broken.
A lap-top was reported stolen from
a residence in the 400 block of
Thurstin Street.
A hit-skip was reported in I'niversity Lot K.

vices felt the previous $5 fine
wasn't enforcing that policy
enough.
Parking in a handicapped
spot or in a fire lane could not
only affect the person or people
who truly need to park there,
but the violator as well.
For times when students or
faculty feel they need to park in
a fire lane, such as when load-

have been matched with their
sponsor, the real emphasis of
the program begins, but not
every externship is the same,
Huttcr said.
"Once a match has been
made that is suitable to both
parties, we let the student work
with the alumni to set the goals
and specifics of the externship,"
she said.
Hutter said she encourages
students to participate in the
program because of the many
possible benefits.
"Number one, students will
be able to learn more about var-

ence for someone else, it is an
important thing we have to do."
"It is important to help out
the community any way you
can, this a small way of doing
it," said Joeseph Drayer, a
freshman biology premedical

religion or national origin,
which are already covered by
hate-crimes law. It would also
expand it to cover any incident
related to interstate commerce,
such as use of a gun made in
another state.
Currently, the federal governmenjt can prosecute hate-

major.
Students who gave blood
were provided with pizza and
drinks, as well as the chance to
win prizes and movies.
"We want to try and make
the students as comfortable as
possible," said Christina Vincent, a University blood drive

coordinator intern.
All students who haven't yet
are strongly encouraged to
show up and give blood, when
the blood drive returns to the
University Thurs., Oct. 21,
according to See.
"Be a life saver and give
blood," See said.

motivated violence if the victim
was on federal property or
engaged in a federally protected activity such as going to
school.
Citing a spate of highly publicized killings, Kennedy said,
"We must stop acting as if
somehow this fundamental
issue is just a state and local
problem. It isn't. It's a national

problem, and it's an outrage
that Congress has been missing
in action for so long."
"Apparently, the GOP leadership learned nothing from
the recent wave of hate crimes
that have rocked our nation,"
said Elizabeth Birch, executive
director of the Human Rights
Campaign, a gay-rights political group.

Unsure about your future career plans?
*A*
Interested in exploring different career opportunities? A
Want to be an Extern?
J*

SALE

The Extern Experience matches students with Alumni for a
job-shadowing opportunity. Come to the Extern Experience
Information Session on Tuesday, October 19 from 7-8:30p.m. in
BA 102. Feel free to drop in at any time.
•

Questions? Call SAA office at 372-6849
or email jhutter@bgnet.bgsu.edu

■■

d <•
'

iHSftk.
Fret Ad
"iissi0„
■,oPl•en to the
Pubhid-

Located at:
Monroe Street Market Square Shopping Center
(former Fretter Store) 5333 Monroe Street, Toledo OH 43623
Directions
The Monroe Street Market Square Shopping Center is
located one-half mile West of the Franklin Park Mall on
Monroe Street and Nantucket Drive.
We accept Visa, Master Card, American Express,
J.Crew Credit Cards, Cash and Personal Checks
(with proper ID).

*\>*
JL

V^
A,

♦<£>♦
i

♦O* "Not only did the Extern Experience help me find direction with my ♦<*>♦
major/career, but it also looked great on my resume!"
,
-1998 Extern Participant *Q*
*Sr

9am - 9pm
9am - 5pm

have participated previously.
For students who are interested in participating in the
program, an informational session will be presented tonight
night from 7-8:30 p.m. in room
102 of the Business Administration Building. The program
will give students a chance to
hear more about the program
and fill out an application.
Hutter said the program
gives students the chance to
learn in a fun, but non-traditional setting
"Alumni really have great
advice to offer and students
enjoy interacting with them."

CRIME

Fashions from the pages
of the J.Crew catalog
discounted up to 70%

Oct. 19-23,
Oct.
24,

ious careers in a low-commitment fashion," she said. "And
although it is not paid, it is just
about as beneficial as an
internsiiip would be."
According to Evonne Mccain,
graduate advisor for the student alumni association, alumni seem to really enjoy getting
involved as well.
"Basically, all they have to do
is volunteer to be in the program," Mccain said.
Mailings are sent regularly
to alumni explaining the program asking them to participate. Each year, new alumni
become involved in the program along with alumni who

BLOOD
Continued from page one.

J.CREW
W A R E II O U S E

University's landscaping, there
is also the potential of damaging your vehicle.
"The car could get stuck in
the mud or there are a number
of sprinkler heads in the grass
around the campus that could
damage a car," she said.
"It's so easy not to get a ticket," Enriquez said. "And I
encourage anyone who feels
they were unfairly ticketed to
appeal it."

EXTERN
Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Get involved and meet new people!
Join a student organization

ing or unloading your car,
Enriquez suggests finding a
friend to wait with the car
while you do what you need to
do.
"Just don't leave your car
unattended and it won't be ticketed," Enriquez said. "You
wouldn't leave your car unattended in a city street, would
you?"
As for parking on the grass,
along with doing damage to the

• Sponsored by Student Alumni Association •

TT

A(( students Jacufty and Staff are
invited to tfie Bowfing Green Xayoraf
and Ward 1 Candidate DeGate
fTonigfit
October 19,1999
1p.m. in trie Union Batfroom
Ward 1 Candidates
Xay oraf Candidates
Greg Amend
Joyce Xeplce
Sarafi fTomasneJsloi
Jofin Quinn
Moderator;
Interim Provost "Do66
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CC takes 3rd at Pre-NCAA meet
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG New*

"They know what they hare to do. We have
cross Just as good a chance as anybody else. We
country team made a have to be ready to do our best that day."

statement this past
weekend at the Pre-NCAA
meet; they made a major step
putting it all together in Indiana.

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
BG's Jessica LaFene picks it up in a meet earlier this year. The Falcons took third at the Pre-NCAA
Meet at Indiana University Saturday.

The Falcons placed third at
the meet, and came in first out
of all the participating MidAmerican Conference teams.
Western Kentucky won the
meet while the Air Force Academy came in second. MAC
opponents Central Michigan
and Miami completed the top
five
"I thought most everyone
ran ;i strong race," junior Lisa
Schroeder said. "It was a good
confidence booster for the MAC
meet in two weeks "
Junior Christine Thompson
led BG with a 24th place finish
and a time of 19:00. She was
followed by Angie Michael and
freshman Brianna Killian just
11 and 12 seconds behind her,
respectively
Schroodcr and
Nikki Monroe rounded out the
BG top five In all, the five runners finished 27 seconds apart
from each other Killian said
the team gained motivation
when l.ibboy Mitchell fell out
of the race with asthma prob-

Cami Wells
Women 'i Cross Country Coach
lems.
"We worked more as a
team," Killian said. "I.ibbey
was toward the front of the
pack. We all pushed hard
because we knew she had gone
down."
The Falcons are taking the
next two weeks to prepare for
the MAC championship meet
Coach Cami Wells feels confident of her teams abilities.
"They know what they have
to do." Wells said "We have
just as good of a chance as anyone else. We have to be ready
to do our best that day''
Men's Cross Country
The Falcon men's team had
a good run at the Queen City
Invitational in Cincinnati Saturday. The team finished fifth
out of 11 teams, but there was
some definite improvement. In
past meets, the first BG runner
has finished back farther than
coach Sterling would have
liked
At Cincinnati, however,

Dave Larson finished 10th
with a time of 26:18. BG's top
three finished within 30 seconds of each other. Chad Kunkle finished with a time of
26:39 and Dan Flaute ran the
course in 26:48. Kreg Hatfield
and Vince Molosky finished out
tin- top five Falcon runners.
"We weren't completely on,"
Kunkle said. "We talked after
the meet We feel that if each uf
us could have ran faster and
passed five more guys, it would
have made a huge difference.
Despite the results, coach
Martin is pleased with the performance of his team this past
weekend.
All things considered, I felt
we did well," said Martin.
The men have one more
meet this weekend at the Eastern Michigan open at 5:30 p.m.
The MAC Championships
an Oct. 30 at Kent. The
women run at 11 a.m. with the
men racing at noon. The
women are the defending MAC
champions.

Rommeck, Robinson prepare for old team
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Two members of the Bowling Green volleyball team
have long awaited today's
match at Oakland.
Falcon sophomores Shyann
Robinson and Caty Rommeck
were on the other side of the
net last year as starters for
the Golden Grizzlies squad.
But now the two netters are
wearing brown and orange
and anxious to compete
against their old team.
"There won't be any hard
feelings between Oakland and
myself." Rommeck said. "They
know that coming here was
the best for me I had to think
what I was going to get the
most out of my career. BG was
the place."
It was a little over a year
ago that Robinson and Rommeck came to Anderson Arena
to battle the Falcons. Despite
losing in three sets to BG (6-15,
17-19, 11-15). both players had
success against the Falcons.
Robinson lead the Golden Grizzlies in kills with 12. Rommeck
blocked four balls. She also
swatted 8 kills for a .273 hitting
percentage The two players
hope to bring their excitement
to the BG side this time
"The game will definitely be
so much more exciting by far
from all other schools." Robinson said. "Usually throughout
the MAC. I will know at least
one person from each team

on
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This is a whole team we played
with before which will make it
that much better."
Robinson and Rommeck
believe that there will be a lot
of emotion as they step on the
court. Rommeck, who lives not
far from the University, says
there will be a lot of friends and
relatives there to see her play.
Robinson had the first kill ever
on the new Oakland court last
year.
"It will definitely be emotional," Rommeck said. "Not with
just the players, but with a lot
of people that go to school there

•««•'•""'

and the people behind the
scenes."
In head coach Deiuse Van De
Walle's 17th season, she has
never had an incident like this
one where two transfers played
their former team the next
year.
"This is verv unusual," Van
De Walle said. "Both Caty and
Shyann will want to play
extremely well The way they
have been playing I can see
that happening."
Despite the Golden Grizzlies
losing to every Mid-American

Conference team they have
played this year, BG is taking
them seriously Van De Walle
believes Oakland will be fired
up playing against their former
teammates. But is there any
spite from the OU players
because the two transferred?
"I know there is one girl on
the team thai will be real fired
up and ready to go after me and
Shyann," Rommeck said. "I'll be
ready for what she is going to
bring. Most of all I will be excited about what they have to
bring to the floor."

Tennis teams do well on rough road
By MARY BETH WILFONG
TheBGNeus
The tennis teams this weekend competed well on the road
despite facing tough competition.
Men's Tennis
The "expected" toughest
competition of the fall season
proved to be no sweat for the
Falcon tennis team.
If official team scores were
kept then the Falcons would
have ended up in second behind
Harvard who has their team in
the top twenty in the nation."We played really well," Jay
Harris, head tennis coach said.
"My guys went out and booted
it up to another level '
The Falcons headed to Cambridge. Mass this past weekend to compete in their first
indoor competition of the season at the Harvard Fall Invitational against host Harvard,
Colorado University. Rutgers
Ui iversity and MIT.
"Some of the guys were
struggling to adjust to the
indoors a little bit, but after
Vitek's win the guy's were like.

'If Vitek can
do it, we can
do it." He gave
the guys confidence," Harris said
Wild
defeated one
of the top
players from
Vitek Wild
Harvard,
David Lingman with a score of 6-4, 6-3.
Recording the best record for
the Falcons in singles competition was senior Sonny Iliiynh
with three wins and one loss,
followed by junior Brandon
(label who won two and lost
one. Winning one and losing
two were freshman's Peter Gardonyi. Ben Ashford, Nicolas
Lopez-Acevedo and F.d Kuresman.
In doubles play, freshman
Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo and
partner sophomore Mike Kossoff (Harris said Kossoff did a
remarkable job in the Invitational) went 1-1. Wild and
Brandon Gabel came away with
the best record for the Falcons

going 2-1.
"The guys have been working extremely hard, and I think
that this was kind of our first
mini-payday in a way." Harris
said.
Women's Tennis
Preached
repeatedly by
coach Penny Dean is the fact
that the fall season is used for a
learning process, experience
and setting and improving
goals. This is exactly what the
Falcons got as they competed in
their toughest competition of
the fall and spring seasons
"I thought that the competition this weekend was actually
really good for us. I took it as a
positive only because the teams
are much tougher then what we
will be playing in the MAC Ibis
upcoming weekend and next
Season so I thought that it was
actually a positive for us."
junior Tracy Howitt said.
As the team headed to the
I lousier Classic Invitational in
Indiana, it used that opportunity to increase experience.
Recording one win and two
losses to their personal records

BG New Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Bowling Green's Lori Kemerer (11) bumps the ball toward the net
in a recent match while Shayann Robinson (8) looks on. Robinson and Caty Rommeck will face their old team, Oakland, today.

Fans mixed on return
of Harding to ice

were seniors Kelly Dredge, Deidee Bissinger
and juniors
Meghan Rhodes, Abby Bratton
and Tracy Howitt. Rhodes and By JOHN RABY
Howitt made it to the top half Associated Press Writer
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. —
(out of 34 girls).
Although
Devon Bissinger recorded all Tonya Harding's debut in a pro
loses, Dean was extremely figure skating competition
pleased with the way she failed to pack them in at the
Huntington Civic Arena on
played.
"In order to beat these girls Monday night.
Empty seats outnumbered
that are on this level you've got
to play with intensity and that spectators in the 5,780-seat
style of your game and good arena for the first night of the
concentration 100 percent of Pro Figure Skating Championships.
the time," Dean said.
Some fans came from as far
In doubles play, the team of
Abby Bratton and Erika away as Japan, and there were
Wasilewski placed seventh in more than 50 media credential
the competition unofficially. requests from as far as GerAlso playing well in doubles many.
Yet no fans who were asked
was the team of Deidee
were willing to admit that they
Bi8Singer and Howitt.
"I think we learned a lot and came specifically for Harding,
it definitely prepared us better who was implicated in the 1994
for next weekend for the MAC knee-whack on rival Nancy
Kerrigan and subsequently
indoor." Beth Wilson said.
The men participate in the banned from amateur skating.
"It's the scandal revisited,"
Rocket indoor meet all weekend
while the women will partici- said Carol Delancey of Huntpate in the MAC Indoor this ington. "1 don't think skating
needs all that. Her reputation
weekend at Western Michigan.
detracts from the overall pic-

I
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ture.
Her friend, Kim Copley, disagreed.
"I'm not sure if she adds anything, but I want to see her just
ID -ay I saw Tonya Harding,"
Copley said. "I don't think she
detracts from anything."
Not that fans wanted someone to plan a revenge attack on
Harding, who was competing
for the first time since the 1994
I.illehammer Games.
"I just hope everyone here is
very gracious to her," said Roy
Hall of Huntington. "I'd like to
see her do well, and I'd like to
si i everybody here accept her.
We're happy that she's here."
Phyllis Retliff, of Greenup,
Kv. wasn't optimistic for a
re-iiunding welcome.
"I just hope they don't boo
her." Retliff said. "I think she'll
gel mediocre applause at best."
Harding was scheduled to
compete against Surya Bonaly,
Tonia Kwiatkowski, Elizabeth
Manlcy and Rory Burghart.
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Mid-American < <> ference Football Standings
Conference
Overall
W
L
Pet
W
EAST DIVISION
Marshall 3
0
1000
6
Akron
4
1
800
5
Miami
4
1
800
5
Ohio
2
2
.'.00
2
Kent
1
3
250
1
BO
1
4
.200
2
Buffalo
0
5
000
0
WEST DIVISION
W Mich 4
0
1000
5
N Illinois 3
1
.750
3
Toledo
2
2
.500
3
E Mich 2
2
.333
2
C Mich
1
3
250
2
Ball Si
0
3
.000
0
Thursday's Result
Marshall 38. Toledo 13
Saturday's Results
Akron 53, Bowling Green 25
E Michigan 27. Ohi »26
Miami, Ohio 17. Kent 10
N Illinois 31. Cent Michigan 27
W Michigan 45. Buffalo 17
Nest Saturday's Games
Ball St at W Michigan
Bowling Green at Ohio
E Michigan at Toledo
Kent at N Illinois
Marshall at Buffalo
Non-conference
Akron at Navy

The Associated Press Top 25
L

Pet.

0
2
2
5
6
5
6

1 000
714
714
222
143
.222
000

2
4
3
4
5
6

714
429
500
333
222
000

Record
1 Florida St 1621
70
2 Penn St 16,
70
3 Nebraska
60
4 Virginia Techi2) 60
5 Tennessee
4 1
6 Flonda
61
7 Kansas St
6-0
8 Georgia Tech
5-1
9 Michigan
5 1
10 Alabama
5-1
61
11 Michigan St
12 Mississippi St
60
13 Texas A4M
5-1
14 Georgia
5-1
15 Marshall
6-0
16 Purdue
5-2
17 Wisconsin
52
18 Texas
52
19 BYU
5 1
20 East Carolina
5-1
4-2
21 Southern Matl
22 Ohio St
4 3
23 Miami
23
24 Minnesota
51
25 Mississippi
5-2

MEN'S CC
Pts
1.742
1.678
1.580
1.561
1.419
1.368
1.297
1,247
1,157
1,089
987
978
934
813
758
754
717
532
446
301
282
220
186
162
126

Pv
1
2
3
4

Cincinnati Invitational
Men'* Cross Country Bo* Score*: 1 Cincinnati,
2 llonhf,■' State. 3 Bcrea. 4 Louisville, 5- Bowling
Green. 6 Marshall, 7 WriK"t State, 8 Dayton, 9 Xavier.
10 Northern Kentucky, 11 Indiana University Southeast

•

Top 5 Kini.hert; 1 Paul Gilvin. Morehead State, 25 26,

7

2 Dan Moroney. Dayton, 25 41. 3 Kell Griffin.

•
8
10
11
6
12
13
14
15
20
17
19
21
23
25
18
24

Louisville, 25 43, 4 Chns Reis. Cincinnati, 25 45.
5 Stuart Moran. Berea, 25 46
BG Finishers: 10 Dave Larson, 26 18. 21 Chad Kunkle. 26 39. 25
Dan FlauU-, 26 48. 32 KregHatfield.26 57.41 Vince Molosky. 27 16.
43 Jason Lonmer. 27 20. 51 Chris Trill. 27 33. 64 Mike Tnola.

28 12. 77 Dave Anderson. 28 39, 88 Aaron Usher. 29 01, 96 Nolan
Fahrer. 29 14, 117 Tom Kutter. 31 44

WOMEN'S CC
Pre-National Meet (Bloomington, Ind.l
1 Western Kentucky. 2 Air Force. 3. Bowling Green; 4 Central
Michigan. 5 Miami. 6 Georgetown. 7 Washington State. 8 Ohio
Stale. 9 Illinois. 10 Eastern Kentucky. II Montana. 12 Appalachi
an State. 13 Wisconsin-Milwaukee 14 Eastern Illinois. 15 Guelph
16 Vbtinpiown State. 17 Butler. 18 Indiana 19 Indiana Purdue at
Indianapolis
T..p 5 Finishers: 1 Collaita Lias, Indiana Invaders, 17 13, 2 Mary

—

Jane Harrel-on. Appalachian State. 17 52, 3 Valerie Lynch, Western

22

Kentucky. 18 00. 4 Kn.ten Fryburg, Miami, 18 09, 5 Rachel Smith,
Air Pom, 18 23

1 1 — First Plac" V,i

BG Finishers: M Christine Thompson. 1900. 38 AnfM Michael,

I'S

19 15.41 Ilnana Killi.ui. 19 16. 51 Lisa Schroeder. 19 25. 52 Nikki

Others receiving votes Notre Dame 108 Syr
Kentucky 52. Arkansas 38. Utah 32. Stanford I
6. Wyoming 3. Boston College 2 Iowa St

.
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Monroe. 19 27,67 Cindy Bostdorff. 19 40. 81 Lisa Marieo. 19 55.92
Christina Rccber. 20 03. Ill Joy Ecliler. 20 19. 117 Kri-m, Spnsr,
20 25. 145 Jessica Lafene. 20 58

WIRE

OSU must win 3 to earn bowl shot
COLUMBUS — About the last thing troubled
Ohio State needs now is a fired-up team with bowl
aspirations playing on its home field.
The Buckeyes are No. 22 in the polls but in
eighth place in the Big Ten. If they hope to go to a
bowl game for the 11th year in a row, they almost
have to win Saturday's game at 24th-ranked Minnesota.
Despite winning the last 15 meetings with the
Golden Gophers, the Buckeyes aren't taking anything for granted.
Smith has some growing pains
CINCINNATI — Akili Smith's brightest
moment in his second NFL start was wiped out by
his own rookie mistake.
Call it a learning experience.
Smith : .ruggled through a 17-3 loss to Pittsburgh on Sunday that showed how far he has to
go. He threw two interceptions, had passes batted
down at the line repeatedly and undercut the
Cincinnati Bengals'only touchdown^
Pirates hire Zuraw as Bonifay assistant
PITTSBURGH — The Pittsburgh Pirates have
hired George Zuraw, who spent 12 years with the
Seattle Mariners, as an assistant to general manager Cam Bonifay.
Zuraw's hiring followed the departures of two
Bonifay aides, assistant director of+ player development Bill Bryk and assistant scouting director
Ron King Bryk joined the San Diego Padres.

Marshall, Pennington win showdown vs. Toledo
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Even
though
Marshall
defeated Toledo handily 38-13
Thursday, the Rockets gave
them a fight. Rocket sophomore
quarterback Tavares Bolden
had a career day passing for
344 yards and one touchdown
completing 27-of-53 passes for
344 yards.
The Thundering Herd had
some good defensive plays until
a couple late Marshall touchdowns put the game out of
reach. Herd Heisman trophy
candidate quarterback Chad
Pennington completed 27-of-37
passes for 393 yards and three

touchdowns. Marshall stays
undefeated at 6-0 overall and 30 in the Mid-American Conference
The 15th-ranked Herd travel
to winless Buffalo (0-5, 0-6)
Saturday.
Around the MAC
Western Michigan kept its
MAC West lead with a 45-17
pasting of Buffalo. Tim Lester
completed 22-of-36 passes for
407 yards and three touchdowns. The Broncos are 5-2
overall and 4-0 in the conference. The Bulls have dropped
10 straight.
In another interdivisional

game, Eastern Michigan rallied
then held off visiting Ohio 2726. Jari Brown blocked a Kevin
Kerr extra point to preserve the
Eagle win.
Trailing at halftime, Eastern
Michigan (2-4, 2-2) rallied
behind the efforts of quarterback Walt Church and receivers
Brandon Campbell and Jermaine Sheffield. Church threw
for 347 yards and three touchdowns while Sheffield and
Campbell each hauled in seven
catches for 152 and 111 yards
respectively. Dontrell Jackson
rushed for 144 yards and one
touchdowns in the losing effort
for the Bobcats (2-5, 2-2).
Northern Illinois (3-4, 3-1)

rallied past Central Michigan
(2-5, 1-3) for its third straight
win. Chris Finlen led the
Huskies on a six play, 40-yard
drive in 1:49 and completed his
third touchdown pass to Justin
McCareins
for
the
win.
McCareins had seven catches
for 163 yards while Finlen completed 12-of-23 passes for 266
yards.
Miami (5-2, 4-1) and Akron
(5-2, 4-1) kept pace with Marshall in MAC East. Akron
defeated Bowling Green 55-25
while the RedHawks withstood
a feisty Kent team. The Golden
Flashes outgained Miami's
high-octane offense 266-248 put
could not put enough points on

the board. Travis Prentice
rushed for 149 yards on 43 carries and one touchdown for
Miami.
This week
Miami and Central are off
this week while Akron heads
out-of-conference to Navy (2-4)
making five conference games
this week.
In MAC West play. Western
Michigan hopes to edge closer
to the MAC West crown hosting
Ball State. The Cardinals (0-6,
0-3) have dropped 12 straight
games. Also in MAC West play,
Eastern Michigan travels to
Toledo. A loss for either team
could drop them out of MAC

West title contention.
In other games, Bowling
Green travels to Ohio while
Kent State voyages to Northern
Illinois in an interdivisional
contest.
Players of the Week
Pennington and McCareins
earned the Co-MAC Offensive
Players of the Week awards for
their respective performances.
Eastern Michigan safety
Donald McCall earned the
MAC Defensive Player of the
Week in the Eagles win over
Ohio. He had 29 tackles including 18 solo in the winning

effort.

>HI0 HIGH bCHOOL FOOTBALL RESULTS
Saturday's Results

Bridgeport 27. Buckeye Trail 16

Delphos St John's 24. Maria Stein Marion

Akron Buchtel 58. Akron Kenmorc 6

Brooke. W Va 38. Bellaire 14

Local 7

Akron East 34. Akron El lei 6

Brookfield 19. Leavittsburg LaBrae 14

Dola Hardin Northern 43, Arcadia 9

Bellaire St John 61. Paden City. W Va 6

Brookville 24. Middletown Madison 17

Dover 63. Bycsville Meadowbrook 7

Can Cent Cath 33, Alliance 0

Brunswick 29. Middlcburg Hts Midpark 13

Doylestown Chippewa 28. Dalton 6

Canton McKinley 10. Warren Harding 7

Burton Berkshire 22. Gales Mills Hawken 20

Dresden TnValley 45. Warsaw River View 0

Cle Collinwood 51, Cle Lincoln-WestO

Cambridge 15. New Philadelphia 3

E Canton 33, Magnolia Sandy Valley 0

Cle Rhodes 27, Cle Kennedy 0

Campbell Memorial 35, Warren Champion 17

East Clinton 57, Troy Christian 0

Cle St I«natius43. Lakewood St Edward 15

Canfield 24, Salem 6

East Knox 46, Johnstown-Monroe 20

Cle VASJ 28. Akron St Vincent 27. 3 OT

Carey 21, N Baltimore 6

East Liverpool 7. Youngs Boardman 6

Cols Ready 37. Genoa Area 18

Carrollton 36. Minerva 8

East Palestine 38, Sebnng 6

Day Col While 65, Day Belmonl 0

Cedarville 19. Blanchcster 0

Eaton 35, Day Northndge 0

Gates Mills Gilmour 28, Beachwood 6

Centerville 58. Spnng South 6

Edgerton 12. HolgalcS

Lancaster Fisher Cath 49. Miilcrsport 12

Chagrin Falls 20. Cle Orange 14

Edgewood 45. Franklin 8

Lima Cent Cath 30. Montpeher 8

Chardon 54. Painesville Riverside 21

Ehda 44. Lima Shawnee 12

Malvern 41. Sugarrrcck Caraway 7

Chesapeake 57, Proclorville Fairland 14

Euclid 31. Elyria 12

Mentor Lake Cath 20. Parma Padua 16

Chilhcothe 28. Reynoldsburg 14

Fairficld 28, On Princeton 8

Middletown Fenwirk 27, I^inon Monroe 10

Cm Aikcn 26, Cm Woodward 20

Findlay 49. Oregon Clay 32

New Concord John Glenn

On Anderson 42, Amelia 18

Findlay Libcrty-Bcnton 38. VanLuc 18

On Colerain 42, Hamilton 21

Franklin Furnace Green 32. Portsmouth F,

17. Zanesville

MaysvilleO
Newark Cath

42. Coal Grove Dawson

On Country Day 50, Lockland 21

16

Bryant 19

On Finneytown 21. Mancmont 14

Fredencktown 14. Danville 13

Parma Holy Name 6. Chardon NDCL 3

On Hills Christian Academy 54. On Land

Gallipohs Galha 10, Point Pleasant, W Va 7

Rocky River Lutheran West 42. Columbia 0

markO

Garfield Hts 48. Parma 8

Shaker Hts 24. Warrensville 8

On Hughes 6. On Withrow 0

Garfield Hts Trinity 25. Cle Cent Catholic 0

Soulhington Chalker27. Ashtabula Sts John

On Indian Hill 27, Deer Park 3

Geneva 30. Painesville Harvey 14

& Paul 20

On Madeira 28. On Taylor 0

Gcrmantown Valley View 56, Carlisle 12

Tiffin Calvert 9. Fremont St Joseph 6

On Mueller 19. Franklin County tlnd I 18

Gibsonburg 30, Eastwood 20

W

On North College Hill 44, New Miami 6

Girard 20. Warren JFK 16

On Oak Hills 22. East Central 16

Goshen 35, Norwood 28

On Purccll-Marian 20. On Roger Bacon 17

Grafton Midview 56. Avon 6

Conotton Valley 13

On Turpin 35, On Winton Woods 0

Greeneview 20. Clinton-Massie 14

Willoughby South 32. Hunting Vail Univer-

On Walnut Hills 46. Mount Healthy 8

Greenon 46, Spring NE 0

sity School 14

On Western Hills 44. On Tail 0

Greenville 54, Nonhmont 27

Young Cardinal Mooney 36, Cle Benedictine

On Wyoming 42. Reading 3

Greenwood South Central 29. Plymouth 0

0

ttircleville 24. Logan Elm 21

Grove City 45. Dublin ColTman 14

Zanesville Rosecrans 16, Strasburg-Franklin

Cle E Tech 50, Cle Hay 0

Groveport 38. Milliard Davidson 22

13

Cle Glenville 23. Cle Eaat 6

Hamilton Badin 28. On MrNicholas 13

Friday's Results

Cle His 7, Parma Hts Valley Forge 6

Hamler Patrick Henry 22, Arehbold 14, OT

Akr Garfield 65. Akr Fire-1 ne 8

Cle Hts Lutheran East 32, Fairport Hard

Haviland Wayne Trace 27. Defiance Tinora 0

Akr. Manchester 44. Massi aafl Tuslaw 18

ing 14

Heath 25, Liberty Union 22

Lafayette Ridgewood 41. Tuscarawas

Cent Cath 6
Weirton, W Va

Madonna 21. Bowerslon

AkV Morth 40. Akr Cent -Hower 28

Cle King 28. Canton Timken 14

Hebron Lakewood 7, Greenfield McClain 0

Akr Springfield 20. Can. South 13

Cle South 29. Cle Marshall 8

Hemlock Miller 46. Racine Southern 0

Amanda-Clearrreek 25. Bloom-Carroll 3

Coldwatcr 38, New Bremen 0

Hillsboro 22, Bethel fate 7

Amhersl 19. Olmsted Falls 15

Cols Beechcroft 35, Cols Miftlin 6

Howard East Knox 46, Johnstown 20

Anthony Wayne 49. Holland Springfield 0

Cols Brookhaven 31, Sidney 22

Hubbard 27, Cortland Lakeview 0

Apple Creek Wayncdsle 57, W Salem NW 0

Cols East 34, Cola Walnut Ridge 0

Huber Heights Wayne 42. Fairbom 17

Arlington 49. Cory-Rawson 0

Cols Eastmoor Academy 60, Cols Centenni-

Hudson Western Reserve 60. Lorain Catholic

Ashtabula 34. Conneaut 0

al 0

17

Attica Seneca Eaat 43. Bascom Hopewell-

Cols Franklin Heights 40. Whitehall-Year-

Independence 68, Richmond Hts 26
Indian Lake 35. Triad 12

I.oudon 0

ling 0

Atwater Waterloo 63. Peninsula Woodndgr

Cols Independence 14. Cols Whetstone 7

Indianapolis Cathedral Prep 34, Cm LaSalle

17

Cols Marion-Franklin 13. Cola Northland 9

24

Austintown Fitch 38. Youngs Wilson 22

Cols. St. Charles 39. Newcomerslown 12

Ironton 42, Cols South 0

Avon Lake 21. Rocky River 6

Cols Watterson 42. Day Meadowdale 8

Jackson 14. Uniontown Lake 13

Bamesville 30, Woodsfield Monroe Central

Cols West 12. Cols Bnggs 6

Jefferson Area 47. Andover Pymatuning Val-

22

Columbians Crestview 36, Southern 0

ley 0

BaUvia 10, New Richmond 7

Columbus Grove 34, Lima Perry 0

Jeromesville Mill-dale 14. Rittman 6

Bay 24, Fairview 16

Convoy Crestview 53, Marion Cath 9

Johnstown Northndge 28, Cols Academy 0

Beallsville 24, Shenandoah 13

Copley 41. Tallmadge 21

Kenton 31, Otlawa-Glandorf 21

Beavcrcreek 22. Spring North 12

Coshocton 48. Gnadenhutten Indian Valley

Kenton Ridge 28, Spring Shawnee 5

Bedford Chanel 27. Elyria Catholic 0

13

Kettenng Alter 20. Columbus DeSales 9

Bedford, Mich 14. Fostoria 12

Covington 20, Ansonia 7

Kings Mills Kings 42, Wilmington 7

Bellbrook 41, Preble Shawnoe 7

Cuyahoga Falls 21. Kent Roosevelt 17

Kirtland 21, Orwell Grand Valley 18

Bcllcfontainc 48, Urbana 0

Cuyahoga Falls Walsh Jesuit 42. Akr Hoban

Lebanon 49. Hamilton Rosa 21

Bellcvue 36. Shelby 7

14

Leesburg Fairficld 47. Hamilton Twp 42

Bellville Clear Fork 40. Medina Buckeye 27

Cuyahoga Hts 35. Brooklyn 0

Lehman Catholic 20, Graham 7

Beloit West Branch 27. Canal Fulton North-

Cuyahoga Vail. Christian 35, Thompson

Leipsic 17. Van Buren 14

west 13

Ledgemont 6

Lewis Center Otentangy 30. Milliard Darby 0

Berea 35. N Royalton 13

Day Channnade Julienne 42. Ontario. Cana-

Lexington 13. Ashland 6

Beverly Fort Frye 28, Caldwell 14

da St Thomas Aquinas 6

Liberty Or 42, Bryan 21

Bloomdale Etmwood 38. Kansas Lakota 6

Day. Dunbar 30, Day Patterson 6

Licking Hta 21. Sugar Grove Beme Union 14

Bluffton 28, Ada 0

Day Oakwood 46, New Lebanon Dnie 7

Licking Valley 31. Bexley 26

Bowling Green 26. Rossford 12

Defiance 34, Wapakoneta 0

Lima Bath 33. VanWert 16

Bradford 19, New Pans National Trail 16

Defiance Ayersville 54. Hicksviile 8

Lima Senior 35, Liberty Twp Lakota East 32

Brscksville 11, Medina 0

Delphos Jefferson 42. Allen Eaat 0

Lisbon 33, Columbiana 14

Second Stage

FRONT AINC! CENTER

Local Music Showcase

mat

with
Andrew and Tami
Tonight

zkm&
Live from New York
it's Dr. Bill Chesire

Now on Tuesdays 6-7 pm
Hear all of your favorite local
bands and get your updated concert
calendar each and every week.

Requests? 372-2826

* Listen for free giveaways

MHELP WANTED

^^STUDENT
UNIVERSITY

MANAGER

II

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

?A^sks UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
JOB SUMMARY:

This position works with the Lead Cook in the absence of a Dining Services Manager
in supervision of student employees in food preparation and service areas. Knowledge
in all areas of service, including cash register operations. Safeguards all income and
inventory. Effectively delegates responsibility. Exhibits good communication and
leadership skills, oral and written. Enthusiastic towards job, motivates self and
employees. Displays good public relations. Has thorough knowledge of all food and
beverage items offered on the menu. Knows and puts to use principles of food
sanitation, personal health, cleanliness, time management, fire prevention, accident
prevention and theft prevention. Adheres to BGSU and Dining Services rules and
regulations. Deals with emergencies.

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Sixteen weeks dining hall student supervisor experience preferred or
equivalent experience in similar position.
2. Good academic standing.
3. A commitment to work one full year with Dining Services after training
in the position of Student Manager.
4. A commitment to return to work early August each year.
5. Willingness to work in all areas which includes convenience stores,
snack bars and catering events.
6. Must be willing to be "on call." A high degree of flexibility required.

PAY RATE:

Base rate of pay for a Student Manager is $7.75 per hour.

WORK SHIFT.

Varies. Weekdays typically 4-7 hour shifts, i.e.. 6-10A.M., 4-8P.M., 9P.M.-4A.M.
Weekends, may work 6-8 hour shifts. 15-20 hours per week.

TO APPLY:

Submit resume with current Bowling Green phone number and three professional
references to:
Joel E Burg
BGSU Dining Services
McDonald Dining Center
Bowling Green, OH 43403
Phone: (419)372-2891

BENEFITS:

Employee Meal Discounts
Great Resume Material
New Friends
Bonus Dollars
Clothing Allowance:
$75 per 12 month period

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Until Filled

Scholarships
Semester Retention Raises
Merit Raises
Employee Recognition
Promotions:
Become a Student Manager III
& Earn $9.20 per Hour

The BG News
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Campus Events
AMIS Club AMIS Club AMIS Club
The AMIS Club presents a speaker
from Southwest Airlines This
presentation will be held Thursday,
October 21, 1999 in BA 1007
Pizza and Pop will be provided.

Campus Events

Personals

—CAMPUS FILMS""
Psycho (The original)
is playing this week!
Come over to 111 Olscamp Thurs..
Oct. 21st or Fn„ Oct 22nd 0 8pm &
11 pm to en|oy this frightful movie!
Sponsored by UAO

FLU SEASON IS HERE!
GET YOUR FLU SHOT AT THE
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
STUDENTS: ($3.50) Oct 18-Nov. 23
Mon. Tues, Wed, and Fri:
8-11:15amand 1:30-3:30pm
Thur: 9 30-11 15am. 1:30-3:30pm
FACULTY, STAFF: ($7.50) LIMITED
HOURS

BGSU Bloodmobile
October 18. 19, 20 at Olscamp Hall
Conference Rm 101. 11am-5pm.
October 21 at Campus Bookstore Forum.
11am-5pm.
Buddy the Blood Drop is coming
He wants you to donate.
Oct. 18-Oct. 20 In Olscamp 11-5
Oct. 21 in Student Services from 11-5.

Battle ol the Bands

IPC Club
Meeting S 7:00pm
South Hall Room 111
Tonight
All majors welcome

Thursdays, Oct. 21

9pm-1am
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FREE
Questions? Call 2-9355
Battle ot the Bands

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

STUDY Abroad In England
A representative from the University of
East Anglia will be on campus on Friday,
October 22 from 11 .uCam-1:00pm in the
Union Foyer. Stop by and meet him! Call
372-0309.with questions

Services Offered
SKYDIVE NOW don't wait or it will be
too late End of season special, $110.00
per student. Skydive BG, 352-5200 ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BGSU Mastercard/VISA accepted
Worned about pregnancy??
Eiflfl Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-lrame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth for 1
Person. $500/Mlh lor 2 People.

Personals

*************

*************
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

*************

• 1 Spnng Break 2000 Specials!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida!
Now Hinng Campus Reps'
Besi Prices Guaranteed.
1-800-234-7007.
www endiessummertoufj com
"SPRING BREAK 2000"
. Free trips, Free Drinks. Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rales
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours com
AOirAOII'AOlrAOII
Come have fun with the sisters of AOII in
a Mardi Gras Celebration
Tonight. 8:00-8 45 S 9 00-9:45
Dress is casual & bring a friend!
?'«, call 2-2840
AOirAoii'AOirAOii
Battle of the Bands
Thursdays, Oct 21
9pm-1am
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FREE
Questions? Call 2-9355.

*************
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260

319 E. Wooster, BG.
Across street from Taco Bell

AHA-IoJE^AEA-EfcE'AEA
"Free CD of cool music when you register at mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs."
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSM
ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING 2000 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV. 15. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE IM OFFICE, 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE, OR
ON THE WEB. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED, ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
BASIS AND WILL BE HELD NOV 18-19.
INTRAMURAL WOMEN'S AND CO-REC
DOUBLES BILLIARDS ENTRIES DUE
OCT. 26 IF HAND-DELIVERING, DUE
BY 3PM IN 130 PFH, IF SENDING
ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON.

CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*************

516 S. MAIN - 2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.

AH4-X4>E-AHA-I<I>E-AHA
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to
thank the men ol Sigma Phi Epsilon for
the sweetest day breakfast
Saturday morning.

Battle of the Bands
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak "2000".
ALL destinations ottered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted Fabulous parties, hotels « prices Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

KKr-KKPKKPKKr
Congratulations to Shannon Sharp and
her engagement to Dan Penrod. We wish
you love and happiness.

KKr-KKPKKr-KKr
KKPKKPKKr-KKr
Congratulations to our sister of the week.
Tara Tierney. You did an awesome job as
hostess for our alumni.
KKPKKPKKr-KKr
PARENTS OF THE YEAR
ESSAY CONTEST
"The most valuable lesson I learned from
my parents or caregivers was..."
"Submit a one-page essay telling why'
'your parents deserve to be*
•Parents of the YearAll essays into 330 Student Union
Any Questions contact Rachel Fulkerson
@ 372-2343
Deadline Is Wed., Oct. 20th.
Spring Break '00
Cancun. Mazatlan, or
Jamaica from $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!

Into: Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANOPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED. BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.

1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
RETIREMENT COMPANY MAKES
ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
For over 80 years. TIAA-CRKK has
been the leading retirement company
on America's campuses. But experience is
just one reason why so many smart
investors trust us with their financial
future. Here are a few more:

Superior strength
With over $250 billion in assets under management. TIAA-CRKF is the world's largest
retirement organization - and among the
most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says. "TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industry."'

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CRKF's operating costs are among
the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.2 So more of your money
goes where it should - toward ensuring
your future.

Easy diversification
We oner a wide variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled service

Solid, long-term
performance

We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement company.
In the most recent Dal bar survey,

We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains.
often miss. Though past performance can't
guarantee future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely rewarding.

TIAA-CRKi* ranks tops in participation
satisfaction.3
Call today to find out how TIAACRKF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.**

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

<
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Tuesday, October 19, 1999

Personals
Student Teaching Spring 2000?
Get your required PPD (TB skin test)
at the Student Health Service
Cost: $8 00 (bursarable)
Last names starting with S-Z

Tues , Pel. 19. 5 00-6:30pm
Campus Pollyeyes
Best stuffed breadsticks in town.
Chicken and cheese is a combo
to please.
WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one of 140 colleges in the US for
fall or one year while paying BGSU tuition! No oul-ol-stale fees! Credits transfer!
Make new friends! Take special classes!
Explore! Hawaii! New York!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

INFO SESSION:
Tuesday. October 19th at 8pm
3rd floor of the Student Union in
the Taft Room.
For more details call the NSE program at
2-2501

Wanted
••"WANTED""
Demonstrators needed lor kissing
program. First four couples to call
372-2486 receive a Iree dinner. Must be
available S:30-9:30pm October 27th.
Looking for male roommate. Close to
campus. S225/person/mo. Furnished except for room available. 373-0038-Antonis 310 E Merry »6

Help Wanted
SS MAKE CASH WITH ONE
PHONE CALL $$
If you know anyone (mother, father, unde
or friend) that works for a company that
can use a good machine shop you will
make a percentage of all the work I can
do for them. Call me, Allan Main, w/A-1
Machining in Bowling Green, 353-3838
$S MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Verslty.com an Internet note taking company is looking for an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make tons of money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www.versity.com, contact jobs@versily.com or call (734) 483-1600 exl 888.
St.OOO's WEEKLY! Stuff envelopes at
home for S2 each plus bonues. F/T, P/T.
Make $800* weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one stamp to:
N-181. PMB 552, 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025
S1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars For info call 203-977-1720.
Activists:
Call All Environmentalists!
Beat the system and fight back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
$3507week. 2-10 M-F

Call 866-4463 Full & Part-Time
ALWAYS WANTED A CAREER IN
NURSING????
NOW IS THE TIME TO START
OAK GROVE CENTER IS NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL NURSE TRAINING CLASS
ALSO OFFERING A NEW WAGE
SCALE. TO BEGIN A REWARDING
CAREER, CALL OR STOP IN TODAY!
OAK GROVE CENTER
E. WATER ST.
DESHLER, OH 43516
419-278-6921 PHONE
419-278-2910 FAX

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Babysit your child in my apartment.
Please call 352-3666 night or day

Trotters Tavern
Looking for day and nighl cooks & waitresses. Tips are great & hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12-Spm 119 N Main St., BG.

Dancers wanted, all new adult cabaret.
511 Monroe St., Toledo, OH. 419-2553864

WANTED SPRING BREAK 2000
Campus Reps. Cancun, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Jamaica A S. Padre. Earn
FREE trips* cash
Call 1-800-SURFSUPext 104 or 122

Days Inn
Hiring for Front Desk Positions.
Apply within. 1550 E. Wooster. 352-5211
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overlime. Many college students work here.
Starling pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small pfts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to Ihe railroad tracks.
Help wanted, bartenders. Experience preferred, bi' not necessary. 10-15 hrs/wk.
Apply in person at Howard's Club H, 210
N. Main, BG. 352-3195.
NURSING OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE!
FULL TIME RN FOR THIRD SHIFT.
PART TIME RN/LPN FOR SECOND
AND THIRD SHIFTS.
COME AND ENJOY THE WARM, COZY
ATMOSPHERE OF A SMALL TOWN
FACILITY. ALSO. NEW WAGE SCALE
AND NEW BENEFIT PACKAGE.
COME IN OR CALL TODAY!
OAK GROVE CENTER
E. WATER ST.
DESHLER. OH 43516
419-278-6921 PHONE
419-278-2910 FAX
Out-going, energetic person needed In
our customer service dept. at the St.
James. Club. Full and part-time positions available. This position would require you to be included In all areas of
the fitness club. Apply In person at.
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
841-5597
Part 'iine/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meats, $6 50/hr. apply O 510 Napolean
Rd. BG
Sky Technology Resources, Inc.- Operations lor Mid Am Bank and Ihe Ohio Bank
is looking lor:
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY
PROCESSORS
FT and PT openings - Lale afternoons to
evening hours, occasional Sat. Previous
banking and numeric 10 key or calculator
experience helpful.
Sky Tech offers:
•Competitive starting wage and Quarterly
Incentive
•Paid vacation/Personal Days
'Close to campus - Clean environment
'Leading edge technology
Interested applicants should apply in person. Sky Technology Resources. Inc. Operations Ctr, 1851 N. Research, BG. (I75
to exit 181). Sky Tech values a diverse
workforce and is in principle as well as
practice, and Equal Opportunity EmploySpring Break Reps Needed! Earn easy
$$, travel tree! 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com

For Sale
• • • • JEWELRY SALE
Come to Ihe Union Foyer
October 18th and 19th
Between the hours of 10am & 5pm
For another spectacular jewelry sale
Find great quality jewelry at
very reasonable prices'
Sponsored by UAO
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Dnnks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City. Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386
Compaq laptop with scanner & zip drive

$900
Call 353-7035
Epiphone Les Paul elec. guitar, dual pickups, hardshell case, gigbag, $190. Crate
65 watt dual channel amp. VERY LOUD.
$200. both for $325, neg. Call Ramsey at
2-3374
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and lax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl. 4558
Professional, wooden, le Blanc clarinet
for sale. Please call 353-7181
Sony 500 Watt (100x5)
Dolby Digital "Ready" Receiver
Like new w/warranty. $175 obo.
Call 354-1113 for details.
Trombone King Cleveland model 605. Excell. working cond. Grt lor marching band.
With hardshell case $280 352-9201.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E Merry, S3. Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.

'

1 :' :< Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Pnvale Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

Female roommate needed to sublet
apartment. $250/month including utilities
Call (419) 358-4862
One and two bedroom lurnished apartments available now 352-7454.
Subleaser needed, Dec. 18 thru July 31,
own room & bathroom. Nice size. Call
353-8368, ask lor Marissa

Management Inc.

Leasing for January

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts..
IU82Fairvicw
Large studios,
9!/2-l2mo. leases
Starts at $380- Call353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apts.,
7I6 N. Enterprise
Large studio, close to BGSU
9I/2-I2 mo. Leases
Starts at $400

/tJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.,
2I5E. Poe
Studios & huge I bdrms
Laundry on site
Rent starts at $250,
Call 353-5800

/fflfcCA
Management Inc.

Willow Home Apts.,
830 Fourth St.
I bdrm., gas heat, A/C,
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St. for complete
listing or call 353-5800.
vtww.wcnet.oru/--mecca

I

146 North Main Bowling Green ,

rl an ■ COUPON ■ an saaw

BRT/AK

|

America s BEST pjcxages
EXCLUSIVE flights via TWA
SATURDAY FLIGHTS AVAILABLE

IMEXICO JAMAICA PADRFI
CT< WCAMPUS

REPS WASTED

"<*! «tTSARN FRBE TRIPS a CASH

^^VcALLBOQk787-8787 iitiu

I

COLLEGE SKI & BEACH WEEK

'IMITC
BfJ2J*jr/.UK

1 16" X LARGE
I ONE ITEM PIZZA

I
I

$050

1
|

I
I

The BIG BG'er
Over 3 Million Pizza* Sold I
Coupon
Expires
12/31/99

.—|A>EC. 2»- JAN. 2 » JAN. 2-7, 2000 V

Free Delivery

352-5166

CANCUN H MAZATLAN $499»u»
SKI - CRESTED BUTTE
$329

1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexoress.com

Kirk's Coin Laundry
CLEANING YOUR LAUNDRY FOR 37 YEARS

709 S. Main

I

N. Main, B.G I

352-0397

